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When this opportunity was offered, our participants were very excited to
experience something new.  This excitement was also visible as they created
items that brought back childhood memories for some, relieved stress for
others and they shared their thoughts and feelings with everyone! They would
love another opportunity to visit this gallery, create something new and also
view work created by others.  This visit definitely exposed them to the world of
Art and such visits assist newcomers with their integration into our
communities.

In February 2020 we launched a new outreach program to connect with our
communities. On invitation, various groups come to the gallery and
communicate a lived experience through a free workshop in clay. The lived
experience is based on themes discussed with the leaders and the participants
of each community group. The work created is then presented to the
community at large with an exhibition and a publication. The first community
group we invited was Focus for Ethnic Women, and their exhibition was
planned to open April 6, 2020. Unfortunately, Covid-19 forced us to adapt to
new realities. We are pleased to present their exhibition, Shared
Experiences, online.  We thank John and Rebecca Short for their support of this
program. We do hope that this program will not only allow us to strengthen
the existing bonds between our gallery and community partners we already
have, but also new ones and allow for new friendships to be forged between
the participants.



This project really

inspired me to create! I

found such a positive

experience and new

ways to communicate.

I am excited to see

what new ideas might

emerge from this work.

This piece I have created from

clay has a special meaning and

connection to me. It is called a

“Mubkhar” and is specially

designed for the use of

“Bakhoor/بخور.” These are

fragrances in the form of

scented bricks. This item

reminds me of my Sudanese

roots and the culture I left

behind.

RAGA

AMAL



This is a water jar/

it reminds me of ;قلة

my country. I made

this tile out of clay

like how the ones

from my country are

made. It is used to

keep water cold.

Thank you very

much! Working

with the clay

made me so

happy. 

DEMET
IPEK

NUHA



I really love

Eritrea; it has

had so much

history

happen

there.

ROZA

A couplet from the

Hindu scripture that

means, “I derive all

my happiness from

your protection. If

you are my

protector, why

should I fear.” 

ALKA
SEONI



This artwork is

dedicated to my son,

Yusef. I love my son

because he is so

patient and listens to

me. He is my youngest

and I want a very good

future for him..

I love spring and this

piece I made reminds

me of the spring

season in Syria. I hope

my future in Canada is

as colourful and lovely

as Spring.

AFRAA

SOSO



I created this piece

because it

reminded me of the

feeling of peace I

get at home and in

nature. I love

nature.

Even though my

ancestors were

forced to leave

their home, they

ended up in

beautiful

countries!

JACQUELINE
BURKE

RANIA



This piece is called

“Lawh/لوح” and it

reminds me of

back home where

we used to teach

our kids.

I made this artwork

for my son

because he loves

spring. His name is

Rabee, which

means Spring in

Arabic.

NASTEHO
ALI RASHID

RAWA



This piece

reminds me of

time spent with

family. I love the

Summer.

My name is Audrey. I was

born in Brazil and have

Italian roots. My art today is

about the fact I am very

proud of where I came from

and am also so blessed to

live in a country as strong

and free as Canada. I love

these countries so much and

they all live in my heart.

AUDREY

YASMIN



God is above

all. Blesses

family with

love.

This piece is

dedicated to

Layla. I love

her very

much.

SOSO

RENU
BHANDARI



SPONSORED
BY:

The Canadian Clay & Glass Gallery is a long-standing

site of excellence and a destination for contemporary

art for international tourists and regional citizens. We

are Canada's only gallery dedicated to contemporary

Canadian works in ceramics, glass, and copper

enameling. We host critically-acclaimed exhibitions

that challenge ideas and perceptions of the

definitions of art, craft and design today. With an

emphasis on Canadian artists, our exhibitions also

support international and regional artists. 

 

A relevant and dynamic cultural organization, the

Gallery provides supportive education programs to

people from across the Region. Using exhibitions as a

starting point, individuals develop arts vocabulary, arts

appreciation and cultivate confidence in their

interpretation of contemporary artworks.

John and
Rebecca Short




